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Part I
Purpose
c
Purpose
Effective utilization of local resources for social
studies courses often entails the use of field trips by-
school groups. The writer has made a survey of several
outstanding possible tours for social studies pupils v/ithin
approximately sixtj'- miles of Boston, He has made the
"tours", "trips", or "journeys", himself from the viev/point
of a social studies teacher who might be planning a school
trip. Included with each field trip are a description of
points visited, pre-study background material, and often
such pertinent information as distances and names and
addresses of persons who might provide talks or information,
A list of class objectives for each trip might seem to
be indicated for each trip, but the writer believes that
only a teacher of a particular class should formulate
objectives for his class, since general or specific ob-
jectives depend upon topical, unitary, course, and pupil
factors. Nevertheless, some general discussion of the
value of field trips seems in order.
Are field trips worth taking, in viev; of the fact that
reading and other classroom experiences are so much more
economical of time and money? We may answer this question
ourselves by experimentation, and, we may turn to authori-
ties. Studies in uses and techniques of the field trip
5
are becoming increasingly available.
Educators are generally agreed that opportunities for
direct as well as vicarious learning experiences should be
provided in the curriculum, and it is always a problem to
provide a wide range of intrinsically motivating activi-
ties. The pupil is enjoying a valuable, vicarious experi-
ence as he grasps the helm of the Constitution , one which
is not easily provided by publications, or even films. A
view of inner Boston Harbor from the vantage point of the
steeple of "Old North Church", a visit to Pioneer Village
in Salem - these are examples of learning experiences which
cannot satisfactorily'- be brought into the classroom. Such
strongly motivating experiences are a part of carefully
planned and conducted field trips,
A report made in 1940 by the Commission on the
Secondary School Curriculum of the Progressive Education
Association states:
"Taking pupils on trips outside the school itself for
the purpose of observing and studying some aspect or insti-
tution of the social environment is a time honored pro-
cedure. In the United States the number of these school
excursions has increased rapidly during the past decade.
Since 1937 there has been for pupils in civics classes in
New York City, a regular series of boat trips v/hich afford

an excellent overview of urban life as seen from the Hudson
and East Rivers, In Minneapolis a special assistant in the
office of the Superintendent of Schools plans and directs
field trips for classes and groups of pupils in the city,
making of such field trips a regular program of class trips
and individual trips for the pupils. In many smaller school
systems school trips are made on an equally systematic
basis. In no small number of rural schools the school
buses are used regularly for peripatetic classes.""''
Thus, we see educators throughout the United States
agreeing upon the importance of field trips in the curricu-
lum, especially in the social studies.
New England, with its compactness and its prominent
place in early American history, has a richness of out-
standing offerings to prospective school tourists inter-
ested in its history, geography, sociology and economics.
The above committee emphasizes worthwhile objectives
and careful planning in school touring, decries trips that
are simply recreational, says that teachers should normally
make trips in advance, and interestingly debunlis a common
1 The Social Studies in General Education
^
a report of
the Committee on the Function of the Social Studies in
General Education for the Commission of Secondary School
Curricula, PEA, New York, D. Appleton Century, 1940,
pp. 295-299.
(€
c :
objection to field trips - the safety, or accident factor -
by saying:
"It is certainly no more dangerous to take trips for
study of the community than it is to travel for purposes of
2
athletic competition."
With careful planning and direction field trips may be
concluded to be justifiable parts of school curricula, then.
But, v^at can be said for planning? Horn has some valuable
suggestions, quoted in part below:
"The most successful excursions are those which are^
planned cooperatively by pupils and teachers and in which
the pupils themselves take a large part of the responsi-
bility for making the excursions a success. Excursions in
which students assume a large part of the responsibility
for planning and management are not only more profitable,
but very much more smoothly carried out than those under
the rigid direction of a teacher. Learning to co-operate
3
is, under these conditions, a very important by-product,"
There should be class discussion, therefore, con-
cerning a prospective tour and background lecturing.
2 Ibid , p. 2.
3 Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social
Studies
. American Historical Association, Report of the
Commission on Social Studies, Part XV, New York,
Charles Scribner & Sons, 1937, pp, 411-412,
--
/
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e
reading and, perhaps, pupil research carried on for ade-
quate preparation and insurance of interest. The writer
suggests that pupils form a field-trip organization, either
for each trip, or semi-annually, or annually, to undertake
such duties as writing for material, contacting curators
and lecturers, collecting money and handling expense and
transportation, and appointing trip conductors. The class
as a whole might well plan a series of intelligent
questions to ask curators, lecturers and custodians con-
cerning the objectives for observation,
V/esley suggests, in connection with this preparatory
phase, that it would be a constructive measure for each
pupil to secure a good answer to one carefully prepared
and pertinent question for the purpose of a subsequent re-
4port to the class during a field-trip.
Evaluation of learning derived from excursions may be
secured through all types of testing.
Integration of the school curriculum should also be an
aim in planning an excursion. A tour encompassing several
points of interest is of particular value to the teacher of
the social studies because of the varied opportunities,
4 Edgar Bruce I^esley, Teachin.o: the Social Studies
. Boston,
D. C. Heath and Company, Second Edition, 1942,
pp. 420-423.
c<
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c
continually arising over a relatively long period of time,
to present information and to guide learning activity as
the trip progresses.
There is often but little positive value in a long
journey for the purpose of vievang a single well-known and
often pictured statue, monument, or historical location,
unless the objective is of truly magnificent proportion to
be appreciated only by actual observation (we might include
in this category such objects as the Lincoln Memorial ^ the
Statue of Liberty , Bunker Hill Monument , the Empire State
Building , and other "wonders cf the world"). Therefore,
few trips to single destinations have been included in this
paper*
Some outlay of funds to pay admission fees may be
necessary at various locations. Usually, however, fees are
excluded or adjusted for school groups automatically, or by
prior arrangement. Information concerning expense factors
is presented in the sections to follow.
i^n the informal situations engendered by school trips-J
and because of the likeliness of the interference of many
distractions, a group leader is apt to encounter unforeseen
difficulties. It is, therefore, a good idea to take certain
general precautions in the arrangement of an excursion in
addition to careful planning of the procedures and objectives
r
of a field-trip. Some suggestions f ollow:
^
1, Get definite information from administrators as
regards your function as group-leader and the limits of
your authority and responsibility,
2, Be certain that the pupils obtain permission from
home before making the trip. The use of "permission slii^s"
is recommended.
3. If you are the planner, make sure that the proper
administrators know your complete plans in advance, in-
cluding information about where you intend to go, v/ho is
going, when and how. (This precaution might protect you
in case of accident).
4. Plan your trip ¥i/ith your class (after pre-
planning) and be certain that all understand completed
plans. Some teachers go over the entire route of the trip
with a small committee of class members in formulating
plans.
In conducting the trip, the leader should take such
common-sense measures as (1) prevention of straggling or
scattering, (2) frequent counting of heads, (3) adherence
to the planned time schedule as closely as possible, and
(4) fixation of group attention upon one limited subject
at a time.
In summary, it is felt that school trips are of
f
considerable value in a social studies program; that they
can be conducted safely and easily; that they should be
carefully planned for economy of time and expense; that
learning results should be evaluated; and that reasonable
precautions preliminary to, and throughout, the trip should
be talcen.
€
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Part II
Tours for History Classes
Tour I The State House
Tour II • • Boston and The American Revolution
Tour III Old Ironsides and Bunker Hill
Tour IV,., Lexington and Concord
Tour V, Plymouth and the Pilgrims
Tour VI Historic Salera
Tour VII Historic Quincy

Tour I
The State House
Introduction
If planning to visit the State House in conjunction
with "Tour II, Boston and the Revolution", it would be
desirable to arrive at the State House in time to spend at
least an hour on tour there if the General Court is not in
session, and from one hour and a half to two hours if the
House and Senate may be visited while in session. The
Captain in charge of the State House Police Detail is
stationed at the left side entrance of the Main Building and
will be glad to assign an officer to guide your group. Upon
notice to the Sergeant of Arms (Telephone Extension 223) a
guide will be assigned to show the group around. Saturday
is perhaps not a good day to visit the State House because
the Legislature will not be in session, nor will the de-
partments of the State Archives, the Secretary of State, the
State Library, or the Office of the Governor be open. In
fact, only the Hall of Flags may be visited on Saturdays.
Background
The hill upon which the State House stands was origi-
nally called "Tri^mount" owing to the three little hills
topping the present Beacon Hill. The hill was first called
4
"Sentry Hill" because the colonists who moved over to
Boston from Charlestown in 1630 were in the habit of posting
watch here for approaching dangers. In 1635 a beacon for
ships was erected on the larger of the three peaks v/hich
1
then became known as "Beacon Hill".
On the part of the hill comprising "the Governor's
pasture" and on land of the deceased first Governor ( state )
,
John Hancock, which was then called "Governor Hancock's
Garden", the cornerstone was laid to the new State House on
July 4, 1795. Governor Samuel Adams, assisted by
Paul Revere and William Scollay, representing the Grand
Lodge of Masons, were the principal persons officiating in
2
this ceremony, Edward Hutchinson Bobbins, then Speaker of
the House of Representatives, Paul Revere and Thomas Dawes
were appointed building agents with the celebrated
Charles Bullfinch, architect, who designed the edifice. The
1 M. F, Ayer, Boston Common in Colonial and Provincial
Day
s
.
privately printed, Boston, 1903, p. 15,
E. M. Burrill, The State House
.
Wright and Potter,
Boston, 1910, pp. 5, 6.
W, W, 'ilieildon. Sentry, or Beacon Hill; the Beacon and
the Monument, privately printed, Concord, Massachusetts,
1877, pp. 9-19.
2 E, M. Burrill, op . cit . . p. 7,
4
building V)/as not completed in entirety until June 22, 1799,
but the General Court had adjourned at the Old State House
on 'i^'^ashington Street at noon on Thursday, January 11, 1798
to march up Beacon Hill to the new seat of government and
3
there to reconvene in its new quarters.
The Exterior
The original building is now located between two huge
modern wings tacked on to the edifice to house the ever-
growing "Ship of State," Notice the gilded dome sheathed
v/ith copper purchased from Paul Revere and Son, made at the
Canton copper mill where sheathing was also made for the
U.S, Frigiate Constitution and the dome of New York City
4
Hall, Note the colossal portico of the classical
"Bullfinch Front," the Corinthian colonnade that surmounts
the projecting arcade of the first story, and the arched
windows with their classical frames.
3 Burrill, 0£.. cit . . p. 27,
4 C. D. Dallas, "The Spirit of Paul Revere", A Newcomen
Address
. Princeton University Press, 1944, p, 3C.
State Archives, Chapter 145, Resolves of 1805 ^ June 22,

The Interior
The entrance hall is called the Hall of Flags and here
we may find a profusion of hundreds of Flags of the United
States, State Flags, and many guidons carried by famous
Massachusetts military units dating from Revolutionary times
through the late War, The flags are artistically arranged
and in entirety make a striking scene.
Next, proceed via elevator to the third floor to the
State Library where the famous original diary of Governor
William Bradford, "Of Plymouth Plantation," may be viewed.
The document, sometimes called the "Log of the Mayflower,"
contains the original Mayflower Compact and the signatures
of its signers, and famous accounts of the trials and tribu-
lations of the Pilgrims, Here, also, we may view an origi-
nal of the commission of King James II to Sir Edmund Andros
establishing the "Dominion of Nev; England" in 1865.
On the fourth floor the group may enter the balconies
of the Chamber of the House of Representatives, and the
Senate Chamber to see the proceedings taking place belov/ if
these bodies are in session, but first a visit may be made
to the office of the State Archives on the same floor where
the group may view the original charter to the Massachusetts
Bay Company issued by King Charles I in 1629 and brought
across the water by V/inthrop and his group to serve as a
iI
written guarantee of the right to govern themselves. In
this office is also kept the Massachusetts Charter of 1691
which made Massachusetts a royal colony directly under the
Crown and appointed a Royal Governor; the State Consti-
tution, drafted in 1779 and ratified by the town meetings
in 1780; and other important State documents.
Standing in the middle balcony of the House Chamber in
close proximity to "The Sacred Cod," groups may get the best
view of the magnificent room and face the Rostrum of the
Speaker and the nev; decorative murals presented to the
Commonwealth by the painter Albert Herter and his son,
Christian A, Herter, then Speaker of the House, in December,
1942, The murals from left to right are entitled
(A) Governor 'Vinthrop at Salem BringinR the Charter of the
Bay Colony to Massachusetts
.
(B) 1697. Dawn of Tolerance in
Massachusetts. Public Repentance of Judpie Samuel Sewall
For His Action in the a^itchcraft Trials
.
(C) John j^ancock
Proposin.^ the Addition of the Bill of Ri/uits to the
Federal Constitution
.
(S) John Adams. Samuel Adams and
James Bowdoin Drafting the Massachusetts Constitution of
1780
. and (E) Revolt Against Autocratic Government in
Massachusetts . The Arrest of Governor Andros . '.Ve find the
Senate Chambers less impressive, perhaps, because of the
relatively smaller size and number of seats, but of
interest, nevertheless.
i
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Tour II
Boston and the American Revolution
Introduction
It is the purpose of the writer in presenting this
popular, in fact, classic, tour of Old Boston to provide
school groups v/ith point to point directions and some of
the background material for classwork preliminary to the
trip, VJhile Revolutionary Boston will keynote the trip,
experiences dealing with the settling of Boston, the coloni-
al history of Boston, and some of the post-Revolutionary
development of the city, must be included.
The complete trip will require from three and one-half
hours to four hours, exclusive of a visit to the State
House, which may well be undertaken in conjunction with, and
prior to, this trip. For convenience, it is suggested that
the excursion begin frorr* the State House steps not later
than 9:30 a.m. for a morning trip, or 1:30 p.m. for an
afternoon trip, Boston Common and its vicinity provide the
best location for picnic lunching,
A condensed plan of the route is given below:
From State House down Park Street to Tremont Street
and Park Street Church; left on Tremont Street (Granary
Burial Ground) to School Street and King's Chapel; on
School Street south to Washington Street (Note City Hall,
site of first Boston Latin School, 1635) and right to
Ii;
€
"Old South Meeting House" on corner of Washington and Milk
Streets; on V/ashington Street east to State Street and the
"Old State House;" south on State Street to Congress Street
(Note spot of Boston Massacre designated by raised
flagstones); left into Dock Square and Faneuil Hall (side
trip to Union Oyster House on Union Street to street number
41, then right on Marshall's Lane to site of the Boston
Stone, then back to Dock Square); up North Street several
blocks to Paul Revere House on left; continue north to Fleet
Street; go left and across Hanover Street, up North Bennett
Street and right on Salem Street to the "Old North Church;"
take Hull Street to Copp*s Hill Burying Ground; continue on
Hull Street to Commercial Street, go left to Washington
Street and cross the bridge to Charlestown and City Square
(if a visit to the U.S. Fri.g^ate Constitution is planned), go
right to V/ater Street, then east to Boston Navy Yard and
Constitution Wharf; northwest to Chelsea Street and up the
hill on Chestnut Street (opposite) to Bunker Hill Monument.
Free street maps are available from many sources in
Boston including the Convention Bureau, Boston Chamber of
Commerce, 80 Federal Street; the C-ray Line, Inc., Copley
Plaza Hotel, Room 19, Boston 16; and the Boston Elevated
Railways, 31 Saint James Avenue, Boston (or at the Park
Street Station). Mr. Robert M. V/inn, 74 Lincoln Avenue,
i
Wollaston, Massachusetts, publishes a picture map of Old
Boston (sold at the price of fifty cents).
Boston Common
The Common may be viewed well from the steps of the
State House, It was formerly nearly fifty acres in extent
and was the site of an orchard planted there by the
Reverend Williajn Blackstone (or "Blaxton")| the pioneer
settler who is believed to have arriyed in Plymouth with
Gorges in 1623 and to have come to Boston (then called
"Shawmutt" by the Indians), about five years before
Governor V/inthrop and the Puritans. The members and
followers of the Massachusetts Bay Company came here from
Salem, settling first at Charlestown on the north side of
the Charles River, then on the Shawmut peninsula shortly
afterward due to lack cf water and after an invitation ex-
tended by Blackstone to settle on the peninsula."^
Puritans soon began to f arra and settle a vadening area
around their original locations and, in 1634, purchased the
1 J. K, Hosmer, Original Narratives of Early American
History: Winthrop»s Journal , New York, Scribners, 1908,
Vol. I., p. 52.
J. Jennings, Boston. Cradle of Liberty . Garden City,
New York, Doubleday, 1947, p. 16.
i4
peninsula from Blackstone for about |150 (thirty pounds).
The eccentric pioneer moved on to the shores of Narragansett
Bay after reputedly issuing the statement, "I came from
England because I did not like the Lord Bishops, but I
cannot join with ^'ou because I would not be under the Lord
3
Brethren.
"
The site was layed out as a location for military
drill and common pasturage. There were then four small
hills within the original "Common", One of them is
Flagstaff Hill where the British Artillery was stationed
during the Siege of Boston. The imposing Soldiers Monument
is on the highest, the former "Powderhouse Hill", The
"Fillory" and the "Ducking Stool" were located near the
Frog Fond. Many an unfortunate citizen, Indian, or alien
is said to have met an untimely end hanging to the branches
2 Boston Tov/n Records « Vol. II, November 10, 1634,
H. C. Lodge, Boston . New York, Longmans, Green and
Company, 1891, pp, 16-17,
A, K. Thwing, The Crooked and Narrow Streets of Boston
^
Vol, II, Marshall Jones, 1920, Map of Trimountaine on
p. 4.
3 Max Savelle, The Fmmdations of i-uaerican Ci vilization
fNew York, Henry Holt and Company, 1942, p, 148.
iI
J.
of the "Old Elm" near the Frog Pond (the "Liberty Tree"
was located near the northeast corner of vVashington and
Boylston Streets), Tln.e British expedition to Lexington and
5
Concord left from the Charles Street side by boat. The
elders of the town ordered in 1648 that a man could keep
one cow or four sheep on the Common v/hich then extended to
the Charles River Basin,
Park Street Church and Old Granary Burying Ground
From the State House the group may walk down through
the Common, or along Park Street to Tremont Street. Now the
group is on "Brimstone Corner." It was here in the Old
Boston Granary among the bags of grain for the poor that the
Committee of Safety stored some of its gunpowder, according
to legend. Here, also, the sails of the Constitution were
made, it is said.
The Park Street Church (open for public inspection) is
not an old building comparison. It is of early histori-
cal interest because it is on the site of the Public
4 M. F. Ayer, op , cit . pp. 4-11,
E, M. Bacon, Boston
.
Boston, Ginn and Company, 1903,
p. 32.
5 M. F, Ayer, op . cit.,, p. 3.
M. A, D Kowe , Boston Common. Scenes From Four Centuries
^
Cambridge, Houghton Mifflin Company ^ 1C21,
t
6
Granary and the Granary Burying Grounds, However, the
church has a place in American history, for it v/as here(1630*
that the Reverend Kenry Ward Beecher preached forth his
"hells fire and brimstone" sermons from a pulpit v.'hich is
said to have been built over the old £iunpo\vder storage
place. Here William Lloyd Garrison, the abolitionist, gave
his first public address in Boston. Charles Sumner made
his great oration, "The V.'ar System of Nations," here.
Old Granary Burying Ground
Around the corner to the left is the Old Granary
Burying Ground. This cemetery was laid out in 1660. Here
are buried Paul Revere Cliandyman of the Revolution"),
John Hancock (first signer of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence and first State governor), James Otis (revolution-
ary orator and patriot), Samuel Adams (the "greatest of the
revolutionaries"), Peter Faneuil (the merchant and builder
of Faneuil Hall), Chief Justice Samuel Sewall (the justice
who sentenced "Salem witches"), Josiah and Abiah Franklin
and twelve of their children (the parents and siblings of
Benjamin Franklin), nine other governors of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony, the Crown Colony, and the
Commonwealth of lUassachusetts, and one Mary Goose, who is
6 M. F, Ayer, 0£. cit.,
, p, 14,
(c
said to have been the inspiration for the "Llother Goose"
rhymes.
King's Chapel and Burying G-round
The group should continue north on Tremont Street to
the far corner of School Street where King's Chapel and
Burying Ground are located. During visiting hours (9 to 5)
ladies of the church act as guides.
The church is so nar:ied because it was a gift of King
James II to the Episcopal citizens of Boston and was the
first Episcopal Church edifice in New England, Later, in
1785, it became the first Unitarian Church in America.
After Massachusetts becsvme a Crown Colony in 1691,
the royal governors attended the Episcopal services here
regularly. Of interest is the canopied "Royal Governor's
Pew." Many famous Boston far:iilies have had pews here.
Both Senator Saltonstall and former Governor Bradford are
members of this church.
The adjoining cemetery is claimed to be the oldest
burying ground in Boston. Governor V/inthrop was buried
here in 1649, Other names of famous former Bostonians are
to be noted. Here is a favorite hunting ground of epitaph
collectors.
4
"Old South Meeting House"
From King's Chapel we i^i'oceed southeast on School
Street (where Public Latin School, first public school in
the colonies, was founded on the present site of City Hall
in 1635), to Washington Street where , on the opposite right
hand corner, stands "Old South," now a museum containing
many objects of historical interest (while adults pay a
nominal admission fee, school children are admitted free of
charge)
.
'KDld South" replaced the former "Old Cedar Meeting
House," an early Congregational (Puritan) Church in 1729,
During the pre-revolutionary days the interior echoed often
and resoundingly to the intonations of such revolutionaries
as James Otis, John Adams, John Hancock, Br. Joseph Warren
and others. One of the first "sit down strikes" in American
history was staged here the night after the Boston Massacre;
Samuel Adams, then clerk of the General Court and leader of
the radicals, carried messages back and forth between the
office of Governor Hutchinson in the "Old State House" to
the Meeting House, jammed with members of the Whig majority
of the General Court and sympathizers. The "strikers," or
"sitters," requested that the Colonial troops be immediately
I<4
i:
withdrawn from Boston, They were withdrawn to Castle
8
Island in the harbor as an upshot of this affair. At Old South
the •lavages" of the Tea Party are said to have assembled.
The Massachusetts Federation of V/omens* Clubs saved
the building from being razed in 1876 as a sacrifice to
business expansion and set up the present museum and
9
"Old South Association" in that year, Mrs. A.M. Patterson,
present curator at "Old South" v/ill be glad to supply a
catalogue of the historical pamphlet series issued b3^ that
association. A special program for school groups may be
arranged upon advance notification. There is no fee for
school children.
Tlie "Old State House"
The group should now proceed one block in a northeaster-
ly direction on Washington Street to "The Old State House,"
located at Washington and State Street. The building is now
a historical museum open without charge to the public daily,
except Sunday, from 9 a.m, to 4:30 p,m, (Saturdays, 9 a.m,
to 1 p.m.).
Mr , Ben C. Proctor, curator of the Mar;ime Museum in
7 Pamphlet, The History of Old South
. Boston. Old a)uth
Association, pp, 2, 3,
8 Max Save lie,
_0£. c it , . p, 6,
9 Pamphlet, og.. cit , . p, 2,
!
the "Old State House," v;ill conduct the group on an inter-
esting tour of the building by arrangement prior to the
visit. Mr. Proctor is a member of the Bostonian Society
and an authority in his own right on Old Boston, He may be
reached by mail at the "Old State House."
Tae present site of the building was once the site of
the original "Provincial House," built in 1657 to house the
provincial governors of the Colony, their selected councils
and the General Court. The present brick structure was
built in 1713 to replace the old wooden building, gutted by
the Great Boston Fire of 1712, The building was then
called the "Town House." During the administration of
Governor Increase Sumner in 1798 the seat of State govern-
10
ment was moved to the present State House on Beacon Hill,
The 'Did State House" was used as a mercantile office
building until made a museum by the Bostonian Society in
recent times. During an interval it served as the seat of
government for the City of Boston (1830-1840).
The walls of the building and the uniquely curved doors
and doorways were constructed in 1713, as was the ingenious
central circular stairway. The roof v/as replaced and new
10 M. F. Eurrill, o^, ci_t
. , pp. 18, 19.
11 According to Mr. Ben Proctor of the Bostonian Society,
4
flooring laid. Notice the British Lion and Unicorn upon
12
the stepped gables, Strangely enough the name of the
architect of this interesting building is a complete
mystery. Kis identity'- has gone up in smoke, perhaps, with
many of the provincial and ro^'-al documents burned by the
Revolutionaries at various times before, during, and after
the War.
Site of the Boston Massacre
The group should proceed in a sbutheasterly direction
down State Street to Congress Street vihere a raised circle
of paving stones marks the scene of the Boston Massacre
(1770).
Faneuil Hall
A left turn on Congress Street will bring the group
into Dock Square which adjoins Adams Square and Faneuil
Hall. A statue of Samuel Adams stands before the
"Cradle of Liberty," Faneuil Hall.
This building was built in 1742 by Peter Faneuil,
wealthy Boston merchant, to house markets and mercantile
offices and to serve as a meeting hall. It was the secret
12 W.P.A, Writers Project, Massachusetts, The American
Guide Series
.
Cambridge, Houghton Mifflin, 1937,
pp. 148, 149 (illustrations).
(
{mustering place for the "Indians" of the Boston Tea Party
(although they got their cue for the raid at "Old South").
The Hall of the huilding has been a favorite meeting
place of liberal and minority groups ever since its reputation
as the "Cradle of Liberty" was established in the decade of
1765 to 1775, and may be used for a meeting place free of
charge upon request to the ^-^ity of Boston by a prescribed
number of citizens agreeing to abide by certain regulations.
No admission fee may be charged to meetings held there, nor
may any law abiding citizen be refused admittance to a
meeting.
One of the oldest military orgaizations in Araerica, the
Ancient and Honorable ^^rtillery Company of Boston, orgaized
i
by Colonel ^bert Kayne in 1638, makes its headq.uarters two
flights up from the Hall. This organization includes many
prominent Bostonians and has an important part to play in the
inaugural ceremonies of the governor.
A museum and armory is maintained here by the A.H.A.C.
containing swords, pistols, muskets and banners used in
1 Colonial and Revolutionary days (open weekdays and Saturday
!
mornings). Note the simplicity of the architectural lines
of the building. In 1805 Charles Bullfinch added the third
story and doubled the width of the building, retaining the
old style. The copper grasshopper v/eather vane atop the
steeple is a famed object of interest said to have been made
of copper smelted at Paul Revere & Sons Canton mill.
\
Perhaps the most out stand inc.- treasures tc be seen
within the edifice are the pictures, V."ebster*s Reply to
Ilaynes by G. P. Healy, and the Battle of Bunker Hill by
Daniel Malone Garter.
The Boston Stone
Leaving the building and retr&cing the route into Dock
Square, the group may enter Union Street, proceed past the
"Union Oyster House" on the right where Louis Phillipe acted
as a tutor of French in his second story quarters during his
period of exile spent in Boston, to Marshall's Lane, Half-
way up Marshall's Lane in the brick building opposite
"Boston's Oldest Shoe Store" of Leonard is the "Boston
Stone" from which early distances throughout New England
were measured. The original stone is easily identifiable,
although part of the building. I.Iilestones can still be found
throughout New England v/hich give the distance to Boston in
so many " miles from the -boston Stone."
Nearby is the "Llarshall House," reputedly the oldest
brick building in Boston.
4
The Paul Revere House
Now, the group should return to Dock Square, proceed
up North Street for several blocks (about five minutes) to
the Paul Revere Mouse built in 1676 (about 100 years before
the outbreak of the Revolutionary War) after the great fire
of that year. The group may enter and take part in a con-
ducted tour after paying a fee of ten cents each.
The house is one of the few colonial buildings left in
America of the "town" type commonly dwelt in by the middle
class and lower middle class of the times, and is also the
13
oldest frame buildings in Boston. Paul Revere lived here
until he became wealthy after the Revolution, Revere was a
great silversmith, coppersmith, bell-caster, early in-
dustrialist, inventor and politician. He would have gained
a place in American history even if he had not been im-
mortalized by the poem, The I.Iidnight Ride of Paul Revere
^
by
Longfellow.
The house is nov/ a museum containing many colonial
furnishings, relics and artifacts of much demonstrative
value to teachers of American history. The great fireplace
and oven, the original enormous house beams, and the wide
flooring boards of from two to three feet in width are alone
13 According to guide.
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worth the admission charge.
Christ's Church - "Old North Church"
To reach the "Old North Church" the group should con-
tinue in a northeasterly direction along North Street to
Fleet Street, turn left, cross Hanover Street, go up North
Bennett Street, turn right on Salem Street and continue to
the objective.
It was from the steeple of "Old North" (175 feet above
street level) that the lanterns were hung on the evening of
April 18, 1775 to warn Paul Revere, waiting on the
Charlestown shore, and William Dawes, on his way to Concord
via Roxbury Crossing (then called "Boston Neck"), that the
British began departing at 10 p.m. by water to commence
their search for the stock of munitions General Gage knew to
be at Concord,
Paul Revere was a bell ringer at "Old North" at the age
of fifteen.
A talk is tendered visitors concerning the church and
many objects of historical interest to be seen there.
However, teachers should write to either Mr. Robert 1, Winn,
74 Lincoln Avenue, Wollaston, Boston 70, Massachusetts, or
to Mr. I.„ 0. Fowler, in care of Christ's Church, Salem
Street, Boston, for information and arrangements for the
presentation of a special program customarily tendered

Echool groups.
Visitors should climb the steeple for an unprecedented
view of the inner harbor of Boston. North towards
Charlestown, Old Ironsides may be seen at her final resting
place in Boston Navy Yard. It was on this shore, then a
sandj'- beach, that Revere awaited the lantern signal from
"Old North" after roviring over under orders from
Dr. Joseph Warren, president of the Provincial Congress,
who v;as a prominent member of the Committee of Safety of
14
Boston.
Tour leaders may desire to end the excursion at this
point and meet transportation here; or, reach the North
Station, vehicles parked on Causeway Street; or to walk
across the Charlestown Bridge to City Square, Charlestown,
and the Navy Yard. Parking is difficult on Salem Street.
The group may walk up Hull Street opposite "Old North,
"
past the Copp»s Plill Burial Ground (where General John
Burgoyne commanded the British Artillery stationed there
during the Battle of Bunker Hill that, v/ith British ships,
bombarded entrenchments and set fire to the village at
V 15Charlestown). Hull Street will lead into Snow Hill
14 R. Fro thinghaivi. History of the Siege of Boston
.
(Fourth
Edition), Boston, Little Brown and Company, 1873,
pp. 57, 58.
15 Ibid^ pp. 125, 138, 143.
(4
street and a left turn into Charter Street will lead
downhill to Causeway Street, An alternative route which
does not provide as good an opportunity to see Copp's Hill
Burial Ground is that of continuing north on Salem Street
to Charter Street, turning left and walking downhill to
Causeway Street,
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Tour III
Old Ironsides and Bunker Hill
Introduction
An adequate visit to Consti tut ion V/harf at the Boston
Navy Yard in Charlestown and Bunker Hill Monument, several
blocks distant, can be carried out by a school group in
approximately two hours without motor transportation. City
Square, Charlestown, should be the first objective. From
thence to the IJavy Yard is a short distance and the way is
well marked. After leaving Constitution V<harf return to
Chelsea Street, turn right, then left on Tremont street, and
proceed directly to the Ivlonument,
The U,S. Frigate Constitution may be visited from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily, without charge. Bunker Hill
Monument may be entered from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily, upon
payment of a ten cent fee, A detachment of regular navy men
is on duty aboard the vessel and will be glad to aid your
group upon request. A readily available source of well-
documented material on Old Ironsides is the pamphlet, The
Story of the U.S. Frigate Constitution , published by
John Hancock Hutual Life Insurance Company of Boston. This
publication is well illustrated, colorfully written, and is
rich in authoritative factual material. Most modern
American history textbooks present an accurate, if brief,
(
account of the first real battle of the Revolutionary 'Var,
at Charlestown, on Saturday, June 17, 1775,
U.S. Frigate Constitution
"Her deck, once red with heroes' blood,
V/here knelt the vanquished foe,"
-Oliver Wendell Holmes
The Constitution was built longer and broader than most
frigates, and higher out of the water. She was highly ma-
neuverable and very speedy, as may be observed by viev/ing
1
her trim hull.
A large part of the money subscribed for the renovation
of the vessel in 1931 was contributed by school children of
the nation. An exploration of her decks will create lasting
impressions of former naval craftsmanship and seafaring.
Many objects dealing with the history of the ship have been
collected and are on display throughout her decks.
As is generally known, the Constitution v;as engaged in
many successful sea battles during her expedition against
Tripoli in 1803 and the V/ar of iei2 (under the command of
Captain Isaac Hull), The recapture and burning of the
j
Philadelphia in the harbor at Tripoli by Lieutenant Stephen
l| Decatur and his combat detail; the epic engagement of the
1 Kenneth Roberts, Lydia Bailey^ New York, 1947: Kenneth
Roberts and Anna M. Roberts (see Chapter LX for accurate,
if romantic, description of Constitution )
,
cI
Constitution and the British frigate, Guerriere . off the
Gulf of Saint Lawrence on Au^iust 19, 1812; her destruction
of the British frigate, Java , on Deceiiher 29, 1812; and
her successful double engagement with the tvi'o British ships,
Cyane , a frigate, and Levant ^ a sloop, on February 20, 1815
(three days after the Treaty of Ghent had been ratified by
Congress) are historic sea battles that have inspired many
authors.
Her active career lasted nearly one hundred years. She
was launched in 1797 at the Edmund Hartt Shipyards of Boston,
located where she no\7 rests at Constitution V^harf . In 1931
the Consti tut ion made a twenty- two thousand mile tour of
o
United States seaports under her own sail. At the present
writing a bill is before Congress to authorize refitting and
overhaul of the vessel which may be removed to Baltimore,
Bunker Hill Monument
"With brazen trumpets blaring, the flajnes behind them glaring.
The deadly wall before them, in close array they come,"
-Oliver Wendell Holmes
The following statements, from a published historical
3
tract, form a brief factual description:
2 Pamphlet, The Story of the U.S, Frigate Constitution,
John Hancock Iilutual Life Insurance Company of boston,
Massachusetts, 1931,
P. J, Y/enners, Bunker Hill in History
published master's paper 'o\
University, 1947, p. 26.
i s t r . 3to rv and So np: ,
,r author, hjd, M., Harvard

"Tlie Monument is thirty feet square at the base, fifteen
feet square at the top, two hundred end twenty-one feet
high, and has two hundred and ninety- four winding; steps,,,,,.
The cost of the shaft alone «vas more than |15C,00C, and vath
the Lodge, steps, fence, etc, the total approximates
|20C,000, The stone used in the Llonument is the famous
Quincy granite, brought part of the way on the first railroad
of the country, a section of which is still to be seen in
Quincy There are ninety courses of stones up to the top
where one may stand in the dome chamber seventeen feet high
and eleven feet square, with four windows commanding a
wonderful view of the harbor, city and environs. All but
seven thousand dollars of the total cost was raised by public
subscription "
President John Tyler was principal guest of honor and
Secretary of State Daniel Webster was principal orator of
the dedication on June 17, 1343. The Monument was r::ade a
State Reservation in 1919, Tae "Lodge" at its base is a
small museum containing interesting relics of the battle,
VifTiile a chronicling of the battle will not be attempted,
a few statements concerning it might prove useful and clari-
fying. Some confusion and obscurity was found in perusal of

sources, but the statements below are generally agreed
4
upon:
Colonel vVilliam Frescott v/as placed, in command of the
occupiers of Charlestovm by the Committee cf Safety.- his
own regiment, two other regiments of infantry, and an
artillery company under Captain Samuel Gridley (planner and
director of the building of the redoubt at Breed's Hill,
600 yards south of Bunker Kill), Breed's Hill v;as steeper
and closer to "Charlestov/n" Neck, the only avenue to the
mainland, from the peninsula of Charlestovm. The northern
end of the hill was connected by a rail breastv/ork extending
to Bunker Hill, protected by infantry. Breed's Hill was the
main point of defense and scene of the fri)st attacks, so
disastrous to the British,
General Israel Ratnam and forces of his Connecticut
troops stationed in Cambridge joined Frescott (the latter
retaining command of Breed's Hill) on the eve of the battle,
as the Continentals built their defenses. Dr. Joseph IVarren,
newly appointed major-general and prominent member of the
Committee of Safety, arrived the morning of the battle,
L, Beebe, Boston and the Boston Legend
.
New York
D. Appleton Century, 1935, pp. 65-75.
*
R. Frothingham, o^. ci
t
. . pp. 133-206,
J. Jennings, Boston
.
Cradle of Liberty, Garden City,
New York, Doubledayt 1947, pp. icl47-klb'i;
'

June 17, 1775, and was killed as the retreat began.
About 1,200 men comprised the Revolutionary forces.
General Gage, commander of the British forces, ordered a
frontal attack on Breed's Hill and sent about 2,000 troops
across the Charles, under General Howe, to drive the de-
fenders out. His orders were in opposition to several
members of hi? staff v.ho advised cutting off the defenders
at 'Charlestov/n" Neck (only about 300 yards in width) con-
necting the peninsula with the mainland, a procedure that
could have been easily accomplished according to all reports,
Howe was contemptuous of the undisciplined Continentals and
wanted to make a spectacular and morale-breaking attack.
Firing began with a bombardment from the British ship,
Falcon , at sunrise, upon discovery of the new fortifications,
and continued throughout the morning.
Hov/e led the right flank of his force, covering from
Breed's Hill about 600 to 700 yards north to Bunker Hill,
after landing at Moul ton's Point (within the present site of
the Boston Navy Yard) at noon. He assigned much of Breed's
Hill and to the south to Generals Pigot and Clinton. Each
made three unsuccessful close order marches on the fortifi-
cations, the principal strength directed at the Breed's Hill
redoubt as ordered.
Meanwhile, General John Burgoyne, in command of British
tI
artillery at Copp*s Hill across the Charles River in Boston,
set fire to the village at the foot of Bunker Hill,
After his costly failiire Howe set his artillery'- against
the breastworks from the north, firing along its length and
causing enoLigh damage to make his next attack from a lateral
position to the fortifications successful. The retreat of
the Revolutionaries began at the surrimit of Bunker Hill and
carried on until Breed's Hill was cleared and an escape was
made to Cambridge by the rebel forces.
The battle was fought in the afternoon in full view of
watchers from the Boston shore. The victory of the British
served not as a morale-breaker, but as an example of suc-
cessful resistance to British regulars by the "green"
Revolutionarj'' troops.
It is interesting to note that Clinton, Howe and
Burgoyne were active participants in the battle under the
command of General Gage,
II
(
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Tour IV
Lexington and Concord
Introduction
A visit to Lexington and Concord will entail a trip of
about thirty total driving miles from Copley Square in
Boston and return via Routes 2 or 2A (the latter is recom-
mended) .
By way of adjunctive background to the points of inter-
est to be described from "on the spot notes," a brief his-
torical sketch of the Battles of Lexington and Concord, as
gleaned from several authoritative sources," follov/s;
On April 19, 177 5, men.bers of the local Committee of
Correspondence and other Revolutionaries gathered on
Lexington Green to resist the troops of General Gage v/ho
vi/ere on their vvaj'" there to capture the Revolutionary leaders
Samuel Adams and John Hancock (it was believed) and to
confiscate stores of muskets and am.munition located at
Concord. .Gage had meant to show his strength and capture
1 R, Frothingham, op , cit . . pp. 4S-91.
G, E. Howard, 0£, cit.., pp# 306-310.
J, Jennings, o£, cit . . pp. 235-246,
J. G. Palfrey, o£, cit
. . pp. 173, 174.
C. H. Van Tyne, op
.
cit
. . pp. 5-13.

the stores, but v;as evidently not av;are of the presence of
Hancock or Adanis in Lexington,
News of the plans of Gage had reached the ears of
Boston Revolutionaries and, upon departure of the British
from Boston Comtnon and its shoreline near the present corner
of Boylston and Charles Streets, William Dawes and
Paul Revere set off upon their mission to warn the residents
along the route, Dawes v;ent via "Boston Neck" (Roxbury
Crossing) and "The Great Bridge" (present Larz Anderson
Bridge where Harvard Street crosses the Charles River), and
proceeded to Lexington, Revere received the lantern signal
from "Old North Church" at his station on the Charlestown
shore and hastened through Somerville and Mistick (Medford)
and then along the road from Cambridge to Lexington
(Massachusetts Avenue) that Dawes followed later. After
warning John Hancock and Samuel Adams at the Hancock-Clarke
House, Dawes and Revere rested there until the British
approach v/as known and started together for Concord. They
were joined by Dr, Samuel Prescott (Colonel V/illiam Prescott
was the commander at Breed's Hill) v;ho eluded a British
patrol when it captured the other two, Prescott warned the
2
Minutemen of Concord,
2 R, Frothingham, 0£, c it
. ^ pp, 56, 59,
1
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Some sixty to seventy Minutemen under Captain John
Parker faced the advance party of four hundred British
"regulars" under Major Fitcairn on Lexington Green, at
4:30 a.m., on April 19, 1775, Eight provincials were killed
and nine were wounded; tv;o British were wounded. After a
skirmish at Concord at "North Bridge" and the destroying of
stores (located in the present Colonial Inn at Concord), the
Br itish r e turned to Boston under the continual fire of
sniping Minutemen,
Hancock and Adams, accompanied by Dorothy Quincy, fiancee
of Hancock, made good thsir escape to V/oburn, and then to
Burlington. The provincials lost forty-nine killed, thirty-
nine wounded and five missing. The British lost seventy-
three killed, one -hundred and seventy- four wounded and
3
twenty-six missing. The figures given are for the whole
action and are based on reports in journals of the day and
the llassachuse tts Historical Collections, Volume XVIII,
Lexington
Directions
:
Upon entering the tovm on Massachusetts Avenue, a visit
3 R, Frothingham, op, cit,, pp, 81, 82.
J. Jennings, op, cit., pp, 245, 246,
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may be paid to the Monroe Tavern at number 1332, At
Lexington Center on Massachusetts Avenue, Lexington Green,
the famous Minute Man statue and the Harrett and Nathan
Monroe House may be viewed. From Massachusetts Avenue the
group should enter Elm Avenue and drive north along the edge
of the Green, by the Old Burying Ground, and to the corner of
Elm Avenue and Bedford Street, where the Jonathan Harrington,
Jr. House stands. On the northeast corner of the Green on
Bedford Street is the building (now a Masonic Temple) that
housed the first State Ngrias.1 School. The group should pro-
ceed back on Bedford Street to the Buckman Tavern. Across
i.
j
-
1
from the Tavern, on Clark Street, is a reproduction of the
Belfry. Off Hancock Street from the Green is the Hancock-
i
Clarke House,
Lexington Green
Here one can view the Minute Man statue which is
familiar to millions, H. H. Kitson is the sculptor.
Marrett and Nathan Munroe House
This was a "salt box" style house built in 1729, It
is now altered, and is located at 1S06 Massachusetts Avenue.
1
1
—
II

Old Burying Ground
Jonas Clark, organizer of the Lexington Committee of
Safety, and many other patriots were buried here.
Jonathan Harrington, Jr. House
Located at the corner of Elm and Bedford Streets is the
former home of Jonathan Harrington (mortally wounded in
battle on Lexington Green). He was said to have died at the
feet of his vi/ife in the Georgian Colonial doorway of the
house after dragging himself there#
First State Normal School in the United States
This school is located on the opposite corner of
Bedford Street. It was founded in 1839 and opened by the
I Reverend Cyrus Pierce, with three pupils under his tutelage.
i
The building is now a Masonic Temple.
Buckman Tavern
Located on Bedford Street, the Tavern was where many of
the Minutemen went after a dismissal at two o'clock in the
morning by Captain John Parker, upon receipt of the news that
,
the British were not approaching. "They dispersed into houses
I
near the place of parade - the greater part going into
4Buckman 's tavern." Built in 1690, the building is now a
4 R. Frothingham, 0£. cit . . p. 60«

community meeting place.
The Belfry
This is a reproduction of the original Town Belfry
(minus its bell) that warned of the approach of the British.
It stands on Clark Street near the Green. The original bell
sounded daily curfews and other notifications.
Hancock-Clarke House
Located at 35 Hancock Street, the house was the home of
the Reverend Jonas Clarke, although built by the grandfather
of John Hancock, the Reverend John Hancock, in 1698. It was
used by Hancock and Adams as a hiding place to evade arrest.
The building is now a museum and the headquarters of the
Lexington Historical Society, and is open to the public
I
except during January and February. It exhibits over 2,400
museum pieces. There is no admission charge,
Monroe Tavern
The building was built in 1695 and now houses a museum
I
collection. It is open from April 19 to November 11 daily,
1,
i admission free, and is especially noteworthy for its colonial
room furnishings. It is located at 133E Massachusetts
Avenue and may be visited upon entering Lexington, or as a
last visit.

Concord
Directions:
From Monument Square the group might proceed on
Monument Street to the Bullet-Hole House, the Old Manse
opposite, and the Battleground (adjoining the latter). Next,
the group should return to Monument Square and proceed along
Lexington Road to the Emerson House at the entrance of
Cambridge Turnpike. Nearby is the Antiquarian House.
Further along, the Orchard House and Wayside., literary
landmarks, are located.
Monument Square
The war memorials located here commemorate the part
which Concord men played in the War Between the States, the
Spanish War, World War I and World Vi^ar II.
Bullet-Hole House
The original portion of the house is claimed to be the
oldest structure in Concord and was built in 1644. A
section of the house contains a bullet-hole which has been
cut from its original place and is enclosed in a glass case
near the doorway. This bullet-hole is said to have resulted
from the firing upon of one Elisha Jones, a Minuteraan
stationed here to guard military stores, when he appeared in
the doorway v/hen the British began their retreat.

The house is not open to the public.
Old Manse
The house is adjacent to the Battleground and was built
in 1765 by the Reverend William Emerson, grandfather of
Ralph Waldo Emerson, The house, which may be entered, con-
tains many antique furnishings.
Battleground
A concrete reproduction of the original "North Bridge"
and a statue, The Minute Man , done by Daniel Chester French,
commemorate the action here.
The Emerson House
The house was the residence of Ralph Waldo Emerson, and
Henry David Thoreau lived there for a time. The interior may
be viewed without charge, Victorian antiques and the
library of Emerson are of interest.
The Antiquarian House
The building contains an impressive museum collection of
furniture, glass and china, and has an Emerson Room which
reproduces his study and a Thoreau Room containing the books,
flute and other articles from the hut of the philosopher at
Walden Pond. The building is open all year. There is an
admission charge of twenty-five cents.

Orchard House
The building was the second home of the family of
Louisa May Alcott. Here many articles belonging to the
famous members of the family may be viewed. The building is i
open daily from April 19 to October 31. An admission charge '
of twenty-five cents is levied upon visitors.
Wayside
Bronson Alcott lived here. The famous Alcott girls
played here and staged many amateur theatricals in the barn.
Later, Hawthorne bought the house and lived here until his
death. He wrote Tanglewood Tales and Marble Faun in its
tower. Margaret Sidney resided here for a number of years
and wrote several volumes of The Five Little Peppers during
Ij
her stay. The building is open to visitors from May 3 to
j
j
November 11 upon payment of an admission charge of twenty-
ii
five cents by each visitor.
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Tour V
Plymouth and the i-ilgrims
Introduction
On Route 3A from Boston, entering the Town of Duxtury,
turn left at sign pointing the way to the Miles ^atandish
Monument and the John Alden House (now a museum). After
visiting the monument and museum re-enter Route 3A and
continue to tlymouth. As you proceed into i'lymouth proper
on Court Street, watch for Allerton Street on the right and
the sign indicating the National Pilgrim Monument, Return
to Court Street and continue to "Pilgrim Hall*' on the left
(buses may leave to park near Plymouth Rock or on Leyden
Street near Tov/n Hall), On foot, continue down Court
Street to North Russell Street and up the hill to Burial
Hill, where many famous Pilgrims were laid to rest, and
continue to the site of "Old Fort»" Next, continue down
past the modern First Church of Plymouth and the Pilgrim
Congregational Church to the Town House and adjacent
"Old Chapel" headquarters of Miss Alice Barnes (friend and
adviser to all tourists, especially school groups). Now
continue down Leyden Street (first street in New England)
to the waterfront and Plymouth Rock Park. Directly to the
rear of the Rock is Cole's Hill, and in the vicinity are
the old Town Brook and the Brewster Gardens. From here you

may want to locate the Richard Sparrow House on Summer
Street. If time permits, your group should return to Court
Street, f^Iov/ you can proceed south to the Cape Cod Cana], and
along its banks to Route 28, and back to Boston. An al-
ternative trip (on a Saturday or Sunday) can be made by
turning left on Court Street, at lights near Railway
Station, on Route 44, and continuing to join Route 58 in
South Carver., to visit one of the few remaining narrow gauge
railways in the United States, "The Edaville Railway" on the
immense cranberry plantation of Mr, E, D. Atwood, "Edaville,"
Excluding the side trips to the Cape Cod Canal or
"Edaville," the trip was timed by the writer, from the South
|
Station, Boston, and return, as encompassing seven hours,
with somevrfiat more lengthy stops at the various points of
interest than school groups would normally take and a lunch
period of three quarters of an hour. The mileage to
Plymouth, via the Duxbury monument to Myles Standi sh,
registered on an automobile mileage meter at 40,5 miles from
the South Station, Boston.
John Alden House and Old Burying Ground
at Duxbury Massachusetts
The John Alden House will be found in close proximity
to the Myles Standish Monument, in the then family burying
ground near the John Alden House, were laid, side by side.

Priscilla, John and the brave Captain - the principal
characters in that beautiful American narrative poem,
Longfellow's "The Courtship of Myles Standish," The John
Alden House is now a museum maintained by the Town of
Duxbury and contains an interesting variety of colonial arti-
facts. The House was lived in by members of the Alden
family for 2S4 years.
The Myles Standi sh Monument at Duxbury
The base of the bronze figure of Myles Standi sh is 288
feet above sea-level and on a clear day the whole 65 mile
sweep of the Cape Cod Bay shoreline is outlined from this
vantage point in the monument. The Pilgrim Monument at
Provincetown, 25 miles away across Cape Cod Bay, is silhou-
etted against the sky. The doughty soldier stands, bearing
his blunderbuss, above this point to a height of an ad-
ditional fourteen feet.
The National Monument to the
Forefathers at Plymouth
This magnificent monument is worth a visit and msiy be
appreciated by the school group v/ithout alighting from vehi-
cles. Surmounting the pedestal of the monument, a symbolic
figure. Faith , raises her arm with forefinger pointing to
heaven. Beneath her are seated the symbolic figures, Liberty .
Law, Education , and Morality
.
representative of Pilgrim

ideals. Below them are remarkable marble bas-reliefs of
episodes in rilgrim history. The writer regrets that he
could not ascertain the name or names of the sculptor or
sculptors of the figures. However, the monument was de-
signed by Hammatt Billings, of Boston. The figure of Faith
is 36 feet high, and the pedestal is 45 feet high. The
monument was completed after 30 years of work from the time
the cornerstone was laid in August of 1859, It stands today
as clean and bright as if just completed.
Pilgrim Hall
This museum contains a priceless collection of Pilgrim
artifacts and is the headquarters of the Pilgrim Society, in-
corporated in 1820. Admission is charged to the visitor
(children under 16 years are admitted upon payment of sixteen
cents; adults, thirty cents).
Here is the patent issued to the Plymouth Colony in
1621, many personal and household belongings of the Pilgrims,
documents, a copy of the Bible translated for the Indians by
John Eliot, an agreement with an Indian Sachem, drawn up and
signed by John Alden, a library of references related to
Pilgrim History, weapons, and paintings. The famous large
mural painting. The Landing of the Pilgrims^ by Sargent, is a
striking exhibit.
((
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Burial Hill
The Old Watch Tower and Fort sites with surmounting
cannon are of particular interest. Here lie Governor William
Bradford and many famous Pilgrims.
Leyden Street and Its Buildings
Along this "first street in New England," Governor John
Carver parceled out family and Town lots within hours after
1
the final landing in 1620» . On the site of the present
"Town House" (200 years old) was built the "Common House"
during the first days, for the storage of food and ammu-
p
nition. (A visit to the "Old Chapel" nearby and to Miss
Alice Barnes, who conducts an information center there, will
be of value). The nineteen families of the first group
built hewn plank houses with thatched roofs of swamp grass
on these lots which were enclosed by the owners with high
log palings.
Plymouth Rock
After about a week of exploration of Cape Cod Bay for a
good harbor and channel leading close to shore, just such a
situation was found at Plymouth, and, after preliminary
explorations, the Pilgrims landed on Christmas Day, 1620.
1 J. G, Palfrey, o^, cit . . p, 172.
2 William Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation
.
Boston, Wright
and Potter, (Commonwealth Heprint;, 1898, pp. 107-120.
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At the rock guides may be found during early Fall, the late
Spring months, and daily during the summer. They deliver a
very interesting talk on the landing of the Pilgrims and dis-
cuss the authenticity of the Rock.
The Briggs sisters, both authorities on Pilgrim Plymouth
and members of the Pilgrim Society and Plymouth Colony
Association write;^
"The Rock has long been fully identified; notably in
1741 by Elder Thomas Faunce, who at the age of ninety-five,
in the presence of his sons and many spectators, declared his
knowledge of the authenticity of the Rock was received from
his father and many Pilgrims still living in his boyhood."
(The legendary rock is the number one tourist attraction of
historical import in New England).
Coles Hill
On this hill overlooking rlymouth Bay stands a magnifi-
cent statue of Massasoit, ruler of Indian tribes from Cape
Cod to Narragansett Bay. He was friendly to the Pilgrims
(treaty of friendship in 162l)^, but not so his son, King
Phillip, who conducted the bloody King Phillip's War, 1675 to
1678, as chief of the V/ampanoags and leader of a league which
3 K. T, and Ruth T. Briggs. A Guide to Plymouth. Plymouth.
Pilgrim Press, 1947, p. 17.
4 William Bradford, op, cit., pp. 114, 115.
i
i
1

included the Narraganseets and Pequods, powerful tribes of
5
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Cole's Hill is the first burial ground in Plymouth. It
was the burial ground of half of the first Pilgrim group
during the first winter.
Pilgrim Village
At the present writing one complete Pilgrim home has
been erected on a site in Plymouth Rock Park near the canopied
stepping-stone of renown. Subsequently, a complete "Pilgrim
Village" is in the process of reconstruction by Pilgrim
Village, Inc., a town-sponsored business venture. The
Pilgrim cottage is built of hand-sawed planks, hewn beams,
stone chimneys, and sharp-pointed thatched roofs. The wall
planks run perpendicularly to the ground. The thatching is
made of tightly tied bundles of rushes of the species "cat 0»
nine tails" found abundantly in the marshes of the shoreline.
Generally, these first Leyden Street cottages were one-
room homes with sleeping lofts located above that were
reached by ladders. The floor of the cottage was of sun-
dried brick, or of stone, put in at some time after erection
5 J. G. Curtis, "Expansion and King Phillip's War,"
Chapter XIX, Commonwealth History of Massachusetts
^
A. B. Hart, Editor, New York, The States History Company,
1927, pp. 542-544.
6 J. G. Palfrey, op, cit,, p. 174,

of the home. Enormous fireplaces and ovens took up one end
of the rectangular structure, Sometimes an adjoining room
was provided for use as a skullery, where a variety of tubs
and barrels for washing and brewing was kept and used. The
cottages resemble the typical thatched cottages of the Old
World,
Town Brook and Brewster Gardens
This little park, built by the late Mrs. William Forbes
of Milton, Massachusetts and the Town of Plymouth, is dedi-
cated to the women and girls of the Mayflower (29 females
braved the voyage), A statue of a Pilgrim is a graceful
adornment to the garden and site of the once very useful
brook. Much of the garden was part of the land of the first
"garden plottes" of the Pilgrims.
Richard Sparrow House
The house is the "oldest house" in Plymouth. It was
built in 1640 and restored 15 years ago by Miss Katherine
L. Alden, proprietress of the commercial enterprise,
"Plymouth Potters." Notice the heavy door, double-planked
against possible tomahawk blows, the huge round-cornered
fireplace, v/ide floor-boards, six-inch red oak beams and
hand-carved panelings,
A post-card to Miss Alden, The Richard Sparrow House,
Plymouth, would be a courteous way to forewarn a visit, but

she is glad to show visitors through the house and pottery
shop upon application at the door.
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Tour VI
Historic Salem
Introduction
Weeks could be spent in Salem delving into the many and
varied remains of the old seaport's past, V/e may go as far
back as 1630 by visiting Pioneers* Village in Forest River
Park. Evidences of the early and late Colonial, the
Revolutionary, and great commercial marine periods are to be
found in this intriguing little city in such profusion and
historical significance that at first the writer felt con-
fusion and some dismay as to how to organize his visit. How-
ever, he was cordially received at the City's offices of its
Chamber of Commerce in the Hotel Hawthorne, near Salem
Common, and at the main branch of the Public Library, and
tendered valuable advice and information.
The old houses of Salem are among the most interesting
that the writer has come across. A casual wanderer through
the streets of the City, especially in the vicinity of the
Common and the eastern section, will still come upon an
occasional wooden frame eaved house built long before the
Revolution. He will be impressed by the magnificent homes of
the wealthy merchants and voyagers of Salem's "golden era" of
commerce - the "Colonial" architecture of the early nineteenth i|
century featuring ornamental "Salem doorways," frequent gables,
and picturesque "widow's walks" upon the roofs, Tlie student

of architecture may find examples of late seventeenth
century lean-to, the gambrel roof, the raid-eighteenth
century, and the Colonial types of homes and other
buildings. Chestnut Street is a point of interest for
1
tourists because of the grandeur of its old homes.
The fundamental importance of the sea to Salem prior
to the advent of the towering Clipper and ocean-going
steamboat cannot be over-emphasized. While fishing was the
reason for its first colonization by the Conant and
Dorchester Company groups, shipbuilding and commerce soon
gained principal importance, Salem provided 148 privateers
during the Revolutionary V/ar, the larger part of the
American "navy." In the War of 1812, forty of the 250
armed vessels of the United States were made and outfitted
2
in Salem, The elegance of the Colonial styled homes of
Salem is incidentally due to its renowned shipbuilding
industry as well as to the wealth of its prominent citizens.
To the teacher planning a visit of an American
history class to Salem, there will be several points of
primary interest and many of secondary value that may
1 S. Chamberlain, Historic Salem
.
Album, New York,
Hastings House, 1938,
2 Visitor's Guide to Salem. The Essex Institute, Salem,
Newcomb and Gauss Company, 1937, p, 1C«

concomittantly be included on his itinerary. Three lo-
cations of primary interest to such groups, in all proba-
bility, will be Pioneer Village, adjacent to Forest River
Park, the Essex Institute, and the Peabody Museum (both near
Salem Common on Essex Street). Outstanding points of second-
ary historical interest are the Ropes Memorial, 318 Essex
Street, featuring antiques and a botanical garden; the Witch
House, home of Judge Jonathan Corwin, one of the judges of
the witchcraft court of 1692 where some of the preliminary
examinations of persons accused of witchcraft were held; the
"House of Seven Gables," now a museum of Hawthorne relics and
a community settlement house; and the Richard Derby House,
home of one of the most outstanding of Salem* s sea captains
and merchants, and now a part of the Salem National Maritime
Site which includes the Customs House, Derby House and Derby
Wharf.
Group leaders will find Pioneer's Village or nearby
Forest River Park an ideal spot for a picnic lunch. Hours
could be spent profitably here or at either of the three
primary points of interest mentioned, but provision for about
an hour's time at each would, no doubt, be adequate.
Transportation will be necessary from Pioneer Village to the
sites of the Essex Institute and Peabody Museum, both in
close proximity on Essex Street near the Common. If other
points are to be included, plans for additional inter-city
!I
transportation will be necessary. Entrance to Salem should
be made via Route lA from Lynn, if Pioneer Village is to be
the first point visited by groups from south of Salem,
\Vhile the City of Lynn may be avoided by the use of Routes 1
and 128 from Everett, the author believes that Route lA, via
Sumner Tunnel, is most expedient to groups from Boston.
Traffic conditions in Lynn are not so heavy as to be cumber-
some, since the business center of the City is avoided.
The only visitors' admission charge that will be faced
by a group visiting the three principal points that we will
deal with will be found at Pioneer Village, which charges
adults thirty cents and school groups eighteen cents for
each person. Most of the secondarily mentioned locations
charge from thirty to fifty cents for each admission.
Pioneer Village is officially open daily from June to the
middle of November, but is usually open Saturdays and
Sundays during April and May. Inquiries may be addressed to
Mr. Carl L# Sponholz, c/o Pioneer Village, Salem,
Massachusetts, concerning visits during out of season times.
The Peabody Museum and Essex Institute are open daily all
year. A pamphlet containing a large map of historical
Salem and illustrations of points of interest will be pro-
vided upon application to Salem's Chamber of Commerce, Hotel
Hawthorne.

Pioneer Village and "The Good Ship, Arabella "
As the motorist enters South Salem from Lynn he will be
attracted by signs indicating Salem's famed "Pioneer Village"
adjacent to Forest River Park^ Here is an impressive
pioneer village in complete self-sufficient working-order,
on a plot of three acres landscaped to represent a section of
the wilderness as that cleared by the Conant and Endecott
colonists. On the Village "street" there are over a dozen
buildings, accurately reproduced and representing the
Governor's large thatched English cottage, lesser cottages,
"English Wigwams" adapted from the Indians' Quonsett Hut-like
homes of saplings and bark, dugouts like those used during
the first winter months, saw-pits where logs were sawn into
planks, salt v/ater evaporating moulds and salt drying racks,
the village blacksmith shop, a brick mixer and moulder ready
for operation by oxen, well-sv/eeped wells, pillory and stock,
grinding mill, and pioneer gardens, to mention a few of the
outstanding features.
The village was opened to public inspection in 1930 as
an operating socio-economic unit and exact reproduction of
i| the Salem Village of 1630, four years after Roger Conant *s
3 J. D, Phillips, Salem in the Seventeenth Century
.
Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1933, Chapter VII, pp. 68-75,

colonists landed and the year of Governor V/inthrop's arrival
with the first large group of Puritans and their
Massachusetts Bay Company Charter, Near the v/ater's edge of
the Village is a full-sized replica of the "Arabella," the
so-called "Charter Ship" that brought Winthrop's party. It
was rebuilt from a former coasting schooner and took part in
Salem's Tercenturary rageant of June, 1930, Construction of
the Village was superintended by Mr. Carl L. Sponholtz, a
native of Bangor, Maine and a man who possesses a rare
combination of scholarliness and Yankee mechanical ingenuity.
Mr, Sponholtz and his assistants carry on the activities of
i-'ioneer Village during its official public visiting season,
operating the early industries which show how timber was made
into lumber in the saw-pit; the method of splitting logs;
making of the shingles which began to appear in the Village
about 163C to replace rush thatching, bark and sod roofing;
the reproduction of nails, tools and household implements at
the blacksmith shop; and the methods of making salt of those
times, grinding corn, manufacturing soap and candles,
4tanning, furniture making, herb processing.
Mr, Sponholtz and this crew are experts in the authentic
working of these early industries which are kept in operation
4 Sponholtz, Carl L., "The Founders of New England,"
Pamphlet, Volume I, Serial Number 3, 1947,

to continually expand and maintain the Village. All of the
materials going into the buildings of the Village are made
by these industries. It was necessary to impDrt special
materials such as hemlock bark, stones and cloth for
costumes in some instances, but the Village is remarkably
self-sufficient.
Details of construction, furnishing and costuming were
worked out to follow descriptions found in letters, diaries
and logs of the early settlers and information furnished by
American and British museums. It is suggested that the
leader of a school group ask Mr. Sponholtz to personally con-
duct the group on its tour of the Village. The many aspects
of the social and economic life of the Village provide a
laboratory for social studies classes which is of much value.
Classes from Salem Public Schools and nearby localities make
annual visits to the Village, usually during the first three
months of the school year,
Essex Institute
This museum, a haven for researchers, largely because of
its large reference library of historical, literary and art
volumes, pamphlets, and manuscripts, is the home of the
original Sheffield Patent of 1523 of Roger Conant and an
original duplicate (sent to Captain John Endecott from
England) of the Dorchester Company Patent of 1628, The only

original Massachusetts Bay Company Charter is kept in the
State House,
On the first floor of the main building are the rooms
of the Essex Historical Society and many of the collections
of the library. On the second floor are the historical
i
objects - furniture, household utensils, v/eapons, jewelry,
costumes, toys, war relics, portraits, and other objects of
art and historical significance. The garden at the rear of
the Institute is the site of an annex containing early fire
apparatus, vehicles, stoves, farms, carpenters' and me-
chanics' tools, musical instruments and other interesting
artifacts. Here also is the John Ward House (seventeenth
century) containing an apothecary shop, a weave room, and a
Salem "cent shop"; the first Quaker Meeting House built in
Salem in 1688; a small shop of a shoemaker, and an early
well-sv/eep.
People interested in antique furniture and craftsmanship
will want to view the contents of the Pingree House (admission
fifty cents), at 128 Essex Street, beside the Institute, and
owned by it.
To return to the collection from Salem and other points
in Essex County on the second floor of the Institute, the
visitor will be interested in its famed lortrait Gallery con-
taining portraits of famous American men done by the American
artists Trumbull, Stuart and Copley, to name several. Suffice

it to say of the remaining collections that the visitor of
any age from four years to four score will find many articles
of interest,
Feabody Institute
About one block up Essex Street from the Institute and
on the other side, is housed a wonderland of the seven seas
brought to Salem by its famous skippers of the great com-
mercial marine period of the Town; the most outstanding col-
lection of ship models and marine objects in the country; and
the impressive natural history museum of the Essex County
Natural History Society.
The marine collections occupy the ground floor of East
India Hall, which were once the offices of the romantic
sounding enterprises The Asiatic Bank, The Oriental Insurance
Company, and the exclusive East India Marine Society of
Salem aristocrats of the seas who had sailed the world as
officers, factors, or supercargoes of Salem vessels.
The marine and ethnological collections of the Peabody
Museum are principally the remnants of the outstanding com-
mercial position of Sal^m during the first half of the
nineteenth century, v/hen the bowsprits of sailing vessels
loomed over the romantic waterfront, its wharfs piled high
with gum-copal, bundles of silks, ivory, spices and dates;
its counting houses the haunts of fashionable merchant

gentlemen pacing among high-stooled clerks, spyglass in
hand.
The marine collections include full-rigged models of
famous Salem ships. In addition, there are many famous
paintings of ships and the sea, many depicting the parts of
Salon built ships in American history; nautical instruments;
charts; logs; weapons; tools; ship's figure-heads and marine
curiousi ties.
The Natural History museum on the second floor contains
a galaxy of stuffed mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and in-
vertebrates; collections of minerals of Essex County; and
collections of Essex County botannical specimens, featuring
a large herbarium and commercial plant products collection
of woods, gums, fibers and fruits from the world over that
once figured in Salem's commerce.
Salem ships carried the first Americans to open trade
with many foreign ports and countries, especially in the
Orient. While the "Empress of China" of New York first
opened the China trade by her visit to Hong Kong in 1784,
Salem carried on from there with such ships as the "Grand
Turk," appearing in Canton in 1785; the "Atlantic," first
American vessel to appear in Bombay and Calcutta in 1788.
During this golden era of Salem commerce the port became
well-known all over the world long before the clipper ship

period which began about 1845.
The coming of the American clipper ship in the 1840*
s
did much to occasion a decline of ^ialem's commerce, a
commerce which brought merchants from points south of
Pennsylvania for Oriental products that could be obtained
only in Salem, it is said. The clippers drew too much
|
water for Salem Harbor. This fact and the coming of the
railroads to build up other ports to the detriment of
Salem ended the golden era of her commercial period of about
one hundred years,
I
In Ethnological Hall the visitor will be entranced by
|
many rare and unusual objects of Polynesian, Melanesian,
Maylayan, Fillipino, Oriental, African, and American Indian
cultures. Shrunken human heads are there to delight '
youngsters who may wander among huge war canoes, v/ar clubs,
spears, idols, gongs and strange musical instruments, buddhas,
model temples, weird costumes and fetishes, jewelry, and
objects of art that would require pages of description. I
In visiting Pioneer Village, Essex Institute, and
Peabody Museum, the writer found himself continually thrilled
and impressed.
5 S. A, Morrison, The Maritime History of Massachusetts
^
Boston, Houghton and Mifflin, 1S21, Chapters VII and XIV.

"House of Seven Gables"
The structure, an interesting seventeenth century
home, was the residence of Hawthorne* s cousin, Lliss Susan
Ingersoll, at the time he v/rote his romantic novel, "Tlie
House of Seven Gables," In 1909 the house was restored and
is now used as a tourist attraction and the v;inter
headquarters of a neighborhood settlement house group* Six
furnished rooms, a "cent shop" and a secret staircase which
indicates that the house might have been used as a station
in the "Underground Railway" that transported runaway slaves
prior to the War Between the States, are part of the inter-
esting features of the house. Admission is fifty cents, tax
included. The famous house is open daily in the v/inter, from
10 A.M. to 5 P.M., and in summer from 9:30 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Guests may stay at "Hathaway House," an adjoining building
of "the Gables group."
In conclusion, among other points of interest are The
Assembly House, where V/ashington and Lafayette were enter-
tained; the Broad Street Cemetery; City Hall, which displays
the Indian deed to the town; the Court House, where the
famous witch pins and many witchcraft documents are kept;
Chestnut Street, famous for examples of early nineteenth
century homes and "Salem doorways* j the Cook-Cliver House,
home of General Henry K. Oliver, author of "Federal Street";

East India House, of colonial and Revolutionary interest;
Grimshawe House, of Hawthorne's "Dr. Grimshawe's Secret";
Hawthorne's Birthplace; Hamilton Hall, a sample of interior
decoration by Samuel IJcIntire, famous contemporary of
Bullfinch; Mall Street House, v/here Hawthorne wrote "The
Scarlet Letter"; Pequot House, reproduction of the home of
a prosperous merchant of 1650; Pickering Liansion, built in
1651 and occupied by ten generations of the Pickering
family; Peirce-Nichols House, a masterpiece of Samuel
Mclntire and antique museum open on Wednesdays and Saturdays
from 2 to 5 P.M.; Salem Common, surrounded by many beautiful
mansions; Town Hall; and the Witch Jail and Dungeon at
4 Federal street, which contains the frame and timbers of
the jail where those accused of witchcraft or vdzardry were
imprisoned.
«
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Tour VII
Historic Quincy
Introduction
The town was a part of Braintree, Massachusetts
until
1792 when it was incorporated as a separate
town. It became
a city in 1888. The city is the former
home of two presi-
dents of the United States, John Adams and his
son John
Quincy Adams. Before limestone began to be widely
used for
building material, the Quincy granite quarries conducted
a
widespread trade in that stone. Quarrying is still a
valuable industry, however, The present Fore
River Shipyard
of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation is one of the
largest in
the world and has operated at Fore River since 1884.
Every
conceivable type of metal vessel has been built there,
from
barges to ocean liners and airplane carriers.
There are several ways to reach Quincy from Boston,
about eight miles from the South Station. Perhaps
the best
route from the South Station would be by the way of
South
Boston, Old Colony Boulevard, and Hancock Street.
Birthplaces of John Adams and John Quincy Adams
The two salt box farmhouses that were the birthplaces
of the two most illustrious sons of Quincy are located on
Franklin Street, at the foot of Penn»s Hill, at the corner
of Franklin and Independence Streets. The older and
smaller

house (built in 1681) is the birthplace of John Adams,
the other and larger house (built in 1716) is the birthplace
of his son. Four generations of the Adams family lived here.
The John Adams birthplace is especially noteworthy for
its small, steep, winding stairway, huge central chimney
and great fireplace, its secret place of concealment behind
a panel near the fireplace in its V/est bedroom that allows I
access to the roof, the hand hewn central ceiling beams, and
the inverted gunstock used in the frame of the house to
distribute its weight evenly.
The houses contain a museum collection and may be
entered by visitors upon payment of a small admission charge.
Especially outstanding among the collections are the whale
oil lamps and lanthorns, antique kitchen utensils,
pewterware, sturdy furniture, clothing of members of the fami-
ly, handwork, musical instruments, muskets, powder horns,
swords, looms, spinning wheels, candle mold, continental
currency, and the letters of Abigail Adams,
The Adams Mansion
The mansion is located on Adams Street, at the corner
of Newport Avenue. John Adams purchased this stately
mansion from Leonard Vassily, a wealthy Tory, in 1787, and
moved in, leaving his former humble estate on Franklin
Street, The cottages and farm he sold to his son in 1803
for the latter to use as a summer retreat.
\
The interior has a Victorian atmosphere created by
horsehair furniture, mahogany chairs and tables, satin
fire screens, red velvet sofas, gilted oval mirrors, family
portraits by Stuart, Copley, and Savage, a profusion of
engravings and prints, handsome panelling, and ornate
wallpaper. The house is crowded with valuable antiques and
other family possessions, but perhaps of most interest is
the granite building, the "Stone Library," in the garden
apart from the house. In it are collections of literary
productions of the family and many interesting family relics.
The mansion is open to public inspection during the
summer months, and by special arrangement. It was taken
over by the federal government in 1947 as a national
historic site.
The Quincy Homestead ("Dorothy House")
Here was born the Dorothy Quincy of the poem "Dorothy"
by Oliver Wendell Holmes, Another Dorothy Quincy, the
previously mentioned fiance of John Hancock who accompanied
him during his escape from Lexington on April 19, 1775,
planned to wed Hancock here. The spacious mansion (oldest
dwelling house in Quincy) results from a rebuilding of an
original four room house and is now operated as a museum
and headquarters by the Massachusetts Society of Colonial
Dames. It is located at 34 Butler Road, at the corner of

Butler Road and Hancock Street. The first member of the
Quincy family to live here was Edmund Quincy, who came to
Massachusetts in 1628.
The parlor of the mansion is papered with French
wallpaper, decorated with figures of Venus and Cupids
imported for the marriage of John Hancock and Miss Quincy,
But, because Hancock had been ordered arrested by
Parliament, the wedding took place in Connecticut after the
Lexington escape (at the home of Thaddeus Burr, of Fairfield)
Other features of the interior ar the tiled fireplace of the
parlor, the original "Codington Kitchen" and "Codington
Chamber" which has a secret room above a clost near the
fireplace. The mansion represents Colonial living at its
best and contains beautiful mahogany furniture, rare
chinaware, family portraits and other items of note. The
grounds of the mansion are extremely attractive. A brook
runs through them close to the house. In the Coach House is
a vehicle known as a "Booby Hut" that was the property of
John Hancock,
Other points of interest in Quincy are listed below:
The crypt in the First Parish Church at Quincy Square
(the "Stone Temple") where both presidents and their wives
were interred. The crypt is opened upon application to the
sexton.

The Crane Memorial Public Library near Quincy Square
which has a Quincy Room showing historic publications.
The Abigail Adams Stone Cairn is a memorial at the
summit of Fenn*s Hill, near the Adams birthplaces, where
Mrs, John Adams, with her little son, John Quincy Adams,
viewed the smoke and flames of the Battle of Bunker Hill,
The granite quarry across the tracks, at the Vv'est
Quincy station.
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Part III
Geography Field Trips
Tour I Coleman Map Building
Tour II •••••• The Mapparium
Tour III "Edaville" and Cape Cod Canal
!\
Tour I
Coleman Map Building
The Coleman Map of the United states, located on the
grounds of Babson Institute of Business Adtr.inistration,
Babson Park, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts, and housed in
a building of its om
,
represents a novel, highly motivating
and extremely effective means of teaching the geography of
the United States, Seventeen years of research, experi-
mentation and painstaking construction were applied to the
project, at enormous expense. School groups are especially
Yifelcome,
Miss Teresa Gubillini, known widely as "The Map Lady"
by school children, is curator and demonstrator, and should
be contacted at the Coleman Map Building, Babson Institute,
Wellesley Hills, by post or telephone, Wellesley 1200, for
descriptive material and an engagement for a demonstration.
The huge topographical relief map covers a floor space
of sixty-five by forty-five feet and is built of 1,216
microscopically accurate blocks of one degree segments of
latitude and longitutde to represent the surface of the
United States at a scale of four miles to the inch. The map
is viev/ed from a balcony vi^hich represents an imaginative
point in the stratosphere 700 miles above the earth. The
giant relief model was laid out as though it were a part of a
huge globe which would have a diameter of about 165 feet if
r5
c
1
completed, A vertical exaggeration of from twelve times
actual vertical scale in areas of low relief, to six times
actual scale in areas of high relief, v/as used in order
1
that details of topography might be emphasized.
The following quotation will serve to point out the
2
advantages of a visit to the Coleman Map by school groups:
"The rugged mountain landscapes and broad level low-
lands, so realistically shown in plaster, demonstrate the
importance of geography in the historj'- of our country. We
see the course of v»^estward expansion dictated by geography -
the shaping of transportation lines - the growth of cities -
the need for canals - the fight for water and trade routes.
Minutes spent viewing this huge relief map can drive
home and crystallize the thinking, discussion, and study of
hours and weeks of classroom v/ork or travel. Conjecture,
approximation, and attempts to give a third dimension to
regular relief maps of our country can be scrapped, for
there it is - our countrj'- - its rivers, its lakes, its
plains, its mountains, its valleys and its hills, all in
bold and true relief."
It might be added that many man-made geographical
1 Descriptive pamphlet. Your Land and My Land . Babson
Institute of Business Administration, Babson Park,
Massachusetts.
2 Ibid , p. 1,
c
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features are noticeable from the viev/er's vantage point
such as the Cape Cod Canal, the Welland Canal, irrigation
in San Joaquin Valley and Boulder, Grand Coulee and
Bonneville darns. Much of the spectacular magnificence of
Grand Canyon is projected into the imagination of the
viewer. Among features pointed out by "The Map Lady" are
our national parks.
Controlled lighting devices are used to present
sunrise and sunset effects, time zones, locations, and
historical events in a truly awe-inspiring manner.
Also on display in the building are priceless originals
of early maps and geograi)hic documents. In the adminis-
tration offices of the Institute there is a replica of the
study of Sir Isaac Newton, with many of the original books,
documents, furniture and instruments that furnished the
work room of the great scientist, Mr. Roger Babson,
creator of the school of business administration, has been
an admirer and student of Newton since his youth.
Babson Park may be reached after a drive of approxi-
mately ten miles along Route 9 from Boston and Route 135
into Vi/ellesley Hills, after which Wellesley Avenue should be
followed to the grounds of the Institute,
15
1
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Tour II
The Mapparium
(Christian Science Publishing House)
Introduction
An opportunity to study the world from an imaginative
position in its center is provided by the huge lighted
globe map at the Christian Science Monitor Publishing
House, 1 Norway Street, Boston* Since 1935, the mapparium
has been an objective of school groups from geography
classes. A study of the world globe during a geography
course in conjunction with a visit to the huge Coleman Map
of the United States at Babson Park, Wellesley Kills,
Massachusetts, described in an above section, would be
especially valuable.
In addition to the primary objective of visiting the
mapparium, a tour of the Publishing House may be arranged
in order that editorial, printing and business processes of
publishing The Christian Science Monitor , a daily newspaper
of worldwide circulation and of acknowledged journalistic
leadership, may be viewed and explained.
Groups planning to visit the departments of The
Christian Science Monitor should contact Miss Eleanor
Ferguson, Hostess, at the Christian Science Monitor
Publishing House, 1 Norway Street, Boston 15. Leaders
should indicate the size of their groups, since guides are
({
r
assigned to sections of fourteen to fifteen visitors, and
notify Miss Ferguson of the time of the visit. Regularly,
tours are conducted at 11:30 a.m, and at 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.
on weekdays, and at 12:30, 1:00, 2:00, and 2:30 p.m. on
tiaturdays. A pamphlet entitled Information for Visitors may
be obtained from the above address.
The Mapparium
The Mapparium is a sphere, thirty feet in diameter, the
framework of which is bronze, so constructed as to form 10
degree latitudinal and longitudinal divisions, within which
are fixed sections of glass painted on the concave side to
represent the whole surface of the earth as it appears in
spherical shape on the outside. The map data was drawn to
a scale of twenty-two miles to the inch. There are 608
individual sections of glass, about one-quarter of an inch
in thickness.
Clocks appear on the equatorial line at time zome
meridians, marking the changes in time zones and making it
possible for the visitor to know the correct time to the
minute, in any part of the vv'orld. Three hundred electric
lights, placed outside the glass, illuminate the colors of
the map and provide emphasis to its features.
rc
Tour III
Edaville and Ca;je Cod Canal
Introduction
An interesting motor tour from Boston, from the point
of view of both teachers of geography and American history,
might be a visit to Duxbury and Plymouth in the morning;
and, in the afternoon, a ride along the north bank of Cape
Cod Canal and a visit to the cranberry plantation of
Mr. E. D. Atv/ood, known as "Edaville." Cranberry growing is
an interesting and highly specialized agricultural activity
that should interest school groups of the secondary level,
A ride throughout the immense plantation over the "Edaville
Railroad, only fully equipped two foot guage railroad on the
I
North American continent,"''" might be arranged,
A description of points of interest in Duxbury and
Plymouth is supplied in the first section.
If such a combined history and geography trip is desired,
the following directions will be useful:
After leaving Plymouth, the group should follow Route 3
to the Sagamore Bridge traffic circle, turn right and proceed
along the wide highway on the north bank of Cape Cod Canal,
Route 28 from Boston will be entered at the approach to the
1 According to Mr. Atv/ood.
rc
Bourne Bridge in Buzzards Bay, and should be followed to the
intersection of Routes 28 and 58, The group should then take
Route 58 to South Carver and "Edaville." It might be
expedient to return to Route 28 and follow that route back
to Boston.
From Boston to -jagamore, via Route 3, the distance is
about forty-nine miles. From Sagamore to Boston, including
the side trip to "Edaville," the distance is about sixty-
five miles. Both routes have wide modern highways; about
four hours in travel time would be a conservative estimate
for a motor cavalcade or bus.
Many variations from the plan of the above trip
suggestions may be made. Only several outstanding points
may be visited as a time-saving measure. The Miles Standish
Monument in Duxbury can be viev/ed from a point near Plymouth
Rock on Cole's Hill. Route 44 proceeds directly from
Plymouth center to Join Route 58, the way to "Edaville."
This route may be followed, resulting in a saving of over
thirty miles of travel, if time does not permit a view of
Cape Cod Canal.
Cape Cod Canal
The Cape Cod Canal project represents the fruition of
an idea that had its ince;otion in early Colonial times, that
of linking the former Scusset Creek which flowed into Cape
Ii
t
96.
Cod Bay at Sagamore to I.!onunient River, which had its
headwaters in the same natural valley, but flowed in a
southerly direction into Buzzard's Bay. The canal, finally
completed in 1914, makes a calm inland water route from
New York City possible and results in a saving of 300 miles
of travel to Boston from that city.
The original valley land was low and marshy, almost at
sea level along most of its course. It was possible to drag
canoes and small boats over the short distance betv/een
Monument River and Scusset Creek.
The present improved canal, eight miles in length, is
not less than 250 yards in width at sea level and has been
dredged to a channel depth of about forty feet. Two
beautiful highway bridges span it and a railroad drav/bridge
is located at Buzzards Bay. The "State Pier" at Buzzards
Bay is used as a dock for government vessels, tugs and
"Coast Guard cutters," At its southerly approach in
Buzzards Bay many millions of dollars v/ere spent to dredge
directly through a small island ("Hog Island") and provide
a three mile protecting breakwater for the straightened
channel. Most ocean going vessels can now be accomodated
by the canal, although, due to shallowness of the inland
route via Long Island Sound and due to expense factors,
"freighters" and oil "tankers" are the largest ships to
c
habitually use this route.
When officially opened on July 29, 1914, after four
years of work, the channel of the canal was twenty-five feet
in depth,''"
Although many other companies were formed and two
unsuccessful attempts v/ere previously made on the canal
project, The Boston, Cape Cod and New York Canal Company,
granted a charter by the Commonwealth in 1899, was the
private business group that completed the task and sold out
to the federal government in 1928 for eleven and a half
2
million dollars.
The writings of Henry C. Kitteridge are well documented
and bring out some interesting facts concerning the canal
project. He states that the Indians used to carry their
canoes across the mile or two of land that separated the
headwaters of Scusset Creek and Monument River, and that
Governor Bradford established an outpost at Manomet (near
the northern end of the present canal) for the use of this
3
route, especially in the Dutch trade, in 1627,
According to Kitteridge, Samuel Sewall mentions plans
1 H. C. Kitteridge, Cape Cod. Its People and Their History
.
Boston, Houghton and I.'ifflin Company, Boston, 1930,
p. 302.
2 Ibid, pp. 301-303.
3 Ibid
, p. 292,
c
f or a canal in its present location in his diary and the
General Court appointed a committee in 1776 during the
Revolution that hired an engineer (Thomas Machin) who drew
up plans for a canal fourteen feet deep with two double
locks at each end and two bridges (later engineers found
that locks were not necessary),^ Ke tells of one
unsuccessful company that imported several hundred Italian
immigrants from New York City in 1880, set them to v/ork with
picks, shovels and wheelbarrows, then failed to pay their
wages, an oversight that created a "Neapolitan Revolution"
(in the words of a politician of the time). In 1884,
according to Kitteridge, another company built a large
steam-driven dredge in East Boston, towed it to the outlet
of Scusset Creek and caused it to eat its way one mile up
Scusset Creek before it stopped like the fabled "one horse
shay," "never to go again,"'''
The canal has proved useful, for it connects the rela-
tively calm, if shallow, waters of Long Island Sound and
Buzzards Bay with those of Cape Cod Bay and Massachusetts
4 Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society^
"Se\*aii Papers," Fifth Series, (Vol, V), Boston, 1878,
Vol, I, p. 26.
5 H. C. Kitteridge, o^.. cit . . pp. 292-293,
6 Ibid
, pp. 297-298,
7 Ibid , pp. 299-30C.
I
Bay. There is approximately the difference of one hour in
rise and fall of tidev/ater between Cape Cod Bay and Buzzards
Bay; hence, the current of the channel is swift and
treacherous. However, all manner of craft, from outboard
motor boats to freighters, play the waters of the canal,
"Edaville"
The principal attraction to youngsters at the 1,800
acre cranberry plantation of Ellis D. Atwood in bouth
Carver, Massachusetts, is, no doubt, the narrav/ guage rail-
way of eighty pieces of rolling stock which makes a 5.42
rails circuit of his bogs. School groups visiting here will
also find easy access to an understanding of the highly
specialized activities connected vv'ith cranberry growing. At
Christmas time Mr, Atwood presents a gigantic and beautiful
Christmas display which is visited by thousands.
The narrow guage railway was made up of the imported
parts of several former Main narrow guage companies. It
carries on the work of the plantation during weekdays and
transports visitors over its course on Saturdays and
Sundays and on special occasions.
The processes of picking, sanding, flooding, and
draining in cranberry bog operation require large amounts of
capital, labor, and technical knowledge. Miles of canals
are used to flood the sixty bogs of the plantation.
ri
Mr. Atwood makes special arrangements for vi^jits of groups
of twenty or more who must visit the plantation on weekdays.
He especially welcomes school groups and will send railroad
time tables and other information to trip planners upon
application to the address below:
Mr. E. D. Atwood
General Passenger Agent
Edaville Railroad
South Carver, Massachusetts
Ii
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APPENDIX
OTHER TRIP SUGGESTIONS
i
Explanation
In the Appendix to follow, a niimber of locations, many
of which have not yet been visited by the vinriter of this
service paper, are listed and very briefly described. The
list is a fragmentary one, but is intended as a presentation
of locations y/hich might be further investigated by teachers
considering the use of field trips.
4
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Trips for Classes in Geography
"T" T/harf, 78 Atlantic Avenue, is one of the oldest
and most picturesque of the Boston fish piers.
The Shoe Museum of the United ohoe Machinery Corpo-
ration, 14C Federal Street, contains a collection of over
1,5C0 pairs of shoes and a model shoe factory,
Chinatown, Harrison Avenue and Beach Street, has Chinese
curio shops and tea rooms of outstanding interest.
The Boston Stock Exchange and large financial insti-
tutions in the financial district of Federal, otate, and
Milk Streets may be visited by school groups.
A tour of Boston harbor may be made during the late
spring and summer months from Rowes VnTiarf, 344 Atlantic
Avenue (via Nantasket steamer or motor boat).
A motorbcat trip up the Charles River to Vsatertown may
be enjoyed during the summer months from the Esplanade (near
Concert Shell).
The Children's Museum, 60 Burrough Street, has mineral
as well as animal and plant e>±iibits.
Harvard University Museum, Jarvis Street, Cambridge,
contains exhibits of interest to geography classes from time
to time.
The Semitic Museum, Divinity Avenue, Cambridge (of
Harvard University) contains collections related to the
history and arts of the Arabs, Armaeans, Assyrians,
I1
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Babylonians, Hebrews and Phoenicians. Outstanding are the ,
oldest known map (Babylonian) and the Black Obelisk of ,
Shalmaneser III,
|
The Children's Museum of Cambridge, 5 Jarvis Street,
has Eskimo and Indian models, minerals and animals, and
i
carries on a wide loan activity.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology on Memorial
Drive and Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, has continually
|
changing scientific exhibits in every department. Building 5
,|
has a large ship model collection. In Building 20 is a large
model of Cape Cod Canal through which water is continually
forced. Inquire for current exhibits.
In conclusion, the teacher will find many valuable
teaching resources in his community. Industrial institutions
such as factories, publishing houses insurance companies,
mining and quarrying companies, banks, importing and
processing companies, and agricultural associations often
arrange for tours of school groups. Libraries, historical
associations, and agencies of local, state and national
governments exist to serve the public; they often deplore
public apathy tov/ards their functions, A teacher who uses
these agencies in his courses is, thereby, aiding democracy,
|
!
i

Trips for Classes in American History
Boston
Louisburg Square, luount Vernon Street, Once residence
of William Dean Howells, Louisa May Allcott, Jenny Lindf and
Minnie Maddern Fiske. Remarkable colonial atmosphere,
Harrison Gray Otis House, at 141 Cambridge Street (open
daily, fee of twenty-five cents). Headquarters of the
society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities,
Boston Athenaeum, 10| Beacon Street, is a source library
containing many collections of rare books and documents.
Museum of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 1154
Boylston Street,
i Castle Island and Fort Independence in Boston Harbor.
Vicinity of Boston
Dedham Historical Society Building, 612 Higli Street, has
a notable historical collection of artifacts.
Couper-Frost-Austin House, 21 Linnaean Street, Cambridge,
!
is furnished with Colonial antiques (open Thursday after-
1
noons),
j!
The Brattle Mansion, 42 Brattle Street, Cambridge, is
j
open daily.
The Longfellow House, 105 Brattle Street, Cambridge, was
the headquarters of General Washington during the Siege of
Boston for nearly a year. Henry '.Vadsworth Longfellow wrote
much of his poetry here (open afternoons).
Z J


